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Introduction
In a previous paper 2 we s h o wed how features of a uniformly distributed random mapping M n , from n : = f1; 2; : : : ; n g to itself, could be encoded as functionals of a particular non-Markovian random walk on the non-negative integers. This mapping-walk, suitably rescaled, converges weakly in C 0; 1 as n ! 1 to the distribution of the re ecting Brownian bridge de ned by the absolute value of a standard B r ownian bridge B br with B br 0 = B br 1 = 0 obtained by conditioning a standard Brownian motion B on B 1 = 0 . T w o important features of a mapping are the vector of sizes of connected components of its digraph, and the vector of sizes of cycles in its digraph. Results of 2 imply that for a uniform random mapping, as n ! 1 , the component sizes rescaled by n, jointly with corresponding cycle sizes rescaled by p n, c o n verge in distribution to a limiting bivariate sequence of random variables I j ; L 0 I j j=1;2;::: where I j j=1;2;::: is a random interval partition of 0; 1 , with I j the length of I j and L 0 I j the increment of local time of B br at 0 over the interval I j . With the convention for ordering connected components of the mapping digraph used in 2 , the limiting interval partition is I j = I D j , according to the following de nition. Here, and throughout the paper, U; U 1 ; U 2 ; : : :denotes a sequence of independent uniform 0; 1 variables, independent o f B br .
De nition 1 The D-partition 2 Let On the other hand, a variation of the main result of 2 shows that with a di erent ordering convention, the mapping component sizes rescaled by n, jointly with their cycle sizes rescaled by p n, h a ve a limit distribution speci ed by the sequence of lengths and Brownian local times I j ; L 0 I j j=1;2;::: a di erently de ned limiting interval partition. This is the partition I j = I T j de ned as follows using the local time process L 0 u ; 0 u 1 of B br at 0:
De nition 2 The T-partition Let For each of these two random interval partitions I j w e are interested in the distribution of the bivariate sequence of lengths and local times I j ; L 0 I j j=1;2;::: and the distribution of the associated path fragments B br I j and standardized fragments B br I j . Here for a process X := X t ; t2 J parameterized by a n i n terval J, a Despite this di erence between the fragments of B br over the D-a n d T-partitions, the random mapping asymptotics have the following corollary. Let I D j and I T j denote the length-ranked D-partition and the lengthranked T-partition respectively, meaning I D j is the jth longest interval in the D-partition, and I T j is the jth longest interval in the T-partition.
Corollary 3 and so on. Put another way, parts i-iii of the corollary state that the bivariate sequence I j ; L 0 I j j=1;2;::: for I j = I D j is distributed like a length-biased rearrangement of the bivariate sequence for I j = I T j , which is in turn distributed like a n L 0 -biased rearrangement o f the bivariate sequence for I j = I D j . Consequently, the distribution of any one of the four bivariate sequences determines the distribution of each of the others.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains how w e discovered Corollary 3 by consideration of random mapping asymptotics. We recall the theorem from 2 which describes the asymptotics of mapping-walks in terms of the fragments of B br de ned by t h e D-partition, and present the companion result, for a di erent orderings of components, where the limit involves the fragments of B br de ned by the T-partition. Section 3 lays out our results regarding the decomposition of B br into path fragments associated with the D-a n d T-partitions, in a way w h i c h does not depend the random mapping asymptotics. In particular, we describe the three di erent distributions of bivariate sequences featuring in the three parts of Corollary 3. We formulate and prove these results more generally, f o r B br the standardized bridge of a recurrent self-similar Markov process B whose inverse local time process at 0 is a stable subordinator of index for some In particular, we s h o w in Section 6.2 that Corollary 3 holds even more generally for interval partitions I D j a n d I T j de ned as before, but with the random zero set of B br replaced by the complement o f j I ex j , w h e r e I ex j is any e x c hangeable random partition of 0; 1 into an in nite number of intervals, and L 0 u ; 0 u 1 is the associated local time process, as de ned by Kallenberg 16 . This is the limiting case of a corresponding result for a nite exchangeable interval partition of 0; 1 , which w e p r o ve b y a c o m binatorial argument. In companion papers 3 and 1 we show t h a t B r o wnian bridge asymptotics apply for models of random mappings more general than the uniform model, in particular for the p-mapping model 24, 29 , and that proofs can be simpli ed by use of Joyal's bijection between mappings and trees. See also 30 for a recent review of the applications of Brownian motion and Poisson processes to the asymptotics of various kinds of large combinatorial objects, including partitions, trees, graphs, permutations, and mappings.
Random Mappings
In this section we explain how study of random mappings led us to consideration of the two i n terval partitions of Brownian bridge, and show h o w the distributions of path fragments of the bridge de ned by these partitions encode various asymptotic distributions for mappings.
Mapping-walks and the two orderings
A mapping M n : n ! n can be identi ed with its digraph of edges fi; M n i; i 2 n g. The connection between random mappings and Brownian bridge developed in 2 can be summarized as follows.
A mapping digraph can be decomposed as a collection of rooted t r ees together with extra structure cycles, basins of attraction. A rooted tree can be coded as a discrete tree-walk, a w alk excursion starting and ending at 0. Given some ordering of tree-components, one can concatenate walkexcursions to de ne a discrete mapping-walk which codes M n . For a uniform random mapping, the induced distribution on tree-components is such that the tree-walks, suitably normalized, converge to Brownian excursion as the tree size increases to in nity. So for a uniform random mapping, we expect the mapping-walks, suitably normalized, to converge to a limit process de ned by some concatenation of Brownian excursions. With appropriate choice of ordering, the limit process is in fact re ecting Brownian bridge. We n o w amplify this summary, emphasizing the only subtle issue the choice of ordering. Fix a mapping M n . I t h a s a s e t o f cyclic points C n := fi 2 n : M k n i = i for some k 1g;
where M k n is the kth iterate of M n . Let T n;c be the set of vertices of the perhaps trivial tree component of the digraph with root c 2 C n . The tree components are bundled by the disjoint c y c l e s C n;j C n to form the basins of attraction connected components of the mapping digraph, say B n;j := c2C n;j T n;c C n;j with j B n;j = n and j C n;j = C n 4 where all three unions are disjoint unions, and the B n;j and C n;j are indexed in some way b y j = 1 ; : : : ; K n say. The construction in 2 encodes the restriction of the digraph of M n to each tree component T n;c of size k by 2 k steps of a tree-walk with increments 1 on the non-negative i n tegers. The tree-walk proceeds by a suitable search of the set T n;c , making an excursion which starts at 0 and returns to 0 for the rst time after 2k steps, after reaching a maximum level 1 + h n c, where h n c is the maximal height above c of all vertices of the tree T n;c with root c, t h a t i s h n c = m a x fh : 9i 2 n w i t h M h n i = c and M j n i = 2 C n for 0 j h g:
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It was shown in 5 that as k ! 1 , the distribution of the tree-walk for a k-vertex random tree, of the kind contained in the digraph of the uniform random mapping M n for k n, w h e n s c a l e d t o h a ve 2 k steps of 1= p k per unit time, converges to the distribution 2B ex for B ex a standard Brownian excursion. Subsequent w ork 22 shows that the same result holds for a variety of codings of trees as walks. Consequently, a n y of these codings would serve our purpose in the following de nitions.
We n o w de ne a mapping-walk to code M n as a concatenation of its treewalks, to make a w alk of 2n steps starting and ending at 0 with exactly jC n j returns to 0, one for each tree component of the mapping digraph. To retain useful information about M n in the mapping-walk, we w ant the de nition of the walk to respect the cycle and basin structure of the mapping. Here are two orderings that do so.
De nition 4 Cycles-rst ordering Fix a mapping M n from n t o n .
If M n has K n cycles, rst put the cycles in increasing order of their least elements, say c n;1 c n;2 : : : c n;Kn . Let C n;j be the cycle containing c n;j , and let B n;j be the basin containing C n;j . Within cycles, list the trees around the cycles, as follows. If the action of M n takes c n;j ! c n;j;1 ! ! c n;j for each 1 j K n , the tree components T n;c are listed with c in the order C n;1 z | c n;1;1 ; : : : ; c n;1 ; C n;2 z | c n;2;1 ; : : : ; c n;2 ; : : : : : : ; C n;Kn z | c n;Kn;1 ; : : : ; c n;Kn : 6 The cycles-rst mapping-walk is obtained by concatenating the tree walks derived from M n in this order. The cycles-rst search of n is the permutation : n ! n where j is the jth vertex of the digraph of M n which i s visited in the corresponding concatenation of tree searches.
De nition 5 Basins-rst ordering 2 I f M n has K n cycles, rst put the basins B n;j in increasing order of their least elements, say 1 = b n;1 b n;2 : : : b n;Kn ; let c n;j 2 C n;j be the cyclic point at the root of the tree component containing b n;j . N o w list the trees around the cycles, just as in 6, but for the newly de ned c n;j and c n;j;i . Call the corresponding mapping-walk and search o f n t h e basins-rst mapping-walk and basins-rst search.
Be aware that the meaning of B n;j and C n;j now depends on the ordering convention. Rather than introduce two separate notations for the two orderings, we use the same notation for both, and indicate nearby which ordering is meant. Whichever ordering, the de nitions of B n;j and C n;j are always linked by B n;j C n;j , and 4 holds.
Let us brie y observe some similarities between the two mapping-walks. For each g i v en basin B of M n with say b elements, the restriction of M n to B is encoded in a segment o f e a c h w alk which equals at 0 at some time, and returns again to 0 after 2b more steps. If the basin contains exactly c cyclic points, this walk segment o f 2 b steps will be a concatenation of c excursions away from 0. Exactly where this segment o f 2 b steps appears in the mappingwalk depends on the ordering convention, as does the ordering of excursions away from 0 within the segment o f 2 b steps. However, many features of the action of M n on the basin B are encoded in the same way i n t h e t wo di erent stretches of length 2b in the two w alks, despite the permutation of excursions. One example is the number of elements in the basin whose height a b o ve the cycles is h, w h i c h is encoded in either walk as the number of upcrossings from h to h + 1 in the stretch o f w alk of length 2b corresponding to that basin.
Symmetry properties of random mappings
We n o w apply the de nitions above to a uniform random mapping M n . O f course, the random partition fB n;j g j=1;:::;Kn of n , and the random partition fC n;j g j=1;:::;Kn of C n , are the same no matter which ordering convention is used. Each random partition is exchangeable, meaning its distribution is invariant under the action of a permutation of n . Let us spell out some further symmetry properties, each o f w h i c h turns out to have some analog in the limiting Brownian scheme.
a The cycles-rst ordering has the following very strong symmetry property: conditionally given jC n j = m the tree components in cycles-rst ordering form an exchangeable sequence of m random subsets of n ; moreover this exchangeable sequence is independent of the sequence of cycle sizes jC n;j j with P j jC n;j j = m. Consequently, given jC n j = m, the cycles-rst mappingwalk is a concatenation of m exchangeable excursions away from 0, and this mapping-walk is independent o f jC n;j j; j= 1 ; 2; : : : ; K n . b The basins-rst ordering does not share the symmetry property a b o ve. But it has a di erent one: given that the basin B n;1 containing 1 has size jB n;1 j = b, the action of M n on n , B n;1 is that of a uniform random mapping of a set of n , b elements. So given jB n;1 j = b, the basins-rst mapping-walk decomposes after 2b steps into two independent segments: the rst 2b steps are distributed like the basins-rst walk for a uniform mapping of b conditioned to have a single basin, and the remaining 2n , b steps distributed like the basins-rst walk associated with a uniform mapping of n , b . c The sequence of basin sizes jB n;j j; 1 j K n d o e s n o t h a ve the same distribution for both orderings. For instance, if jB n;1 j = 1 in the basinsrst ordering then jB n;1 j = 1 in the cycles-rst ordering, but for n 3 not conversely. So the distribution of jB n;1 j must be di erent in the two orderings.
d For a given mapping M n , the sequence of cycle sizes jC n;j j; 1 j K n may be di erent for the two di erent orderings. But for M n with uniform distribution on n n , the two sequences of cycle sizes have the same distribution: given jC n j = m, either sequence is distributed like the sizes of cycles of a uniform random permutation of m in the size-biased order of least elements of the cycles. That is to say, g i v en jC n j = m, the distribution of jC n;1 j is uniform on m ; given jC n j = m and jC n;1 j with jC n j , j C n;1 j = m 1 , the distribution of jC n;2 j is uniform on m 1 , and so on. This is a well known property of uniform random permutations for the cycles-rst ordering, and was shown for the basins-rst ordering in 2, Lemma 22 .
Brownian asymptotics for the mapping-walks
We n o w come to the main point of Section 2: the de nitions of the interval partitions of Brownian bridge are motivated by the following theorem. We n o w explain how w e rst discovered the facts about Brownian bridge presented in Corollary 3 by consideration Theorem 6 and the symmetry properties of Section 2.2. Note however that we s h o w in Section 6 that the results of Corollary 3 hold much more generally, so these results do not really involve m uch of the rich c o m binatorial structure of mapping digraphs involved in Theorem 6. a In the basins-rst ordering, the rst basin is by de nition the basin containing element 1 , a n d i t s w alk-segment ends at the rst time that the walk returns to 0 after the basins-rst search h a s r e a c hed element 1 . By exchangeability one can replace element 1 b y a uniform random element, so the walk-segment corresponds asymptotically to the walk-segment ending at the rst time of reaching 0 after a uniform random time on 0; 2n . Rescaling, this corresponds to the time interval 0; D V 1 in De nition 1. Now consider the cycles-rst ordering. The rst basin is by de nition the basin containing the smallest-numbered cyclic element c n;1 , and its walksegment ends at the rst time after reaching element c n;1 that the walk returns to 0. By exchangeability one can replace element c n;1 by a uniform random cyclic element, so the walk-segment corresponds asymptotically to the walksegment ending at the rst time of reaching 0 after visiting U jC n j cyclic vertices, where U has uniform 0; 1 distribution. Rescaling, this corresponds to the time interval 0; T 1 in De nition 2.
b The recursive property of the basins-rst ordering in Section 2.2b plainly corresponds, under the asymptotics of Theorem 6, to the recursive decomposition of Brownian bridge at time D V 1 described later in Lemma 8. c In Section 2.2c we observed that the distribution of B n;1 was di erent in the two orderings. This di erence persists in the limit: Theorem 6 and the calculation below 26 imply lim n n ,1 EjB n;1 j = ED V 1 = 2 =3 for the basins-rst ordering
for the cycles-rst ordering:
d It is well known 41 that the asymptotic distribution as n ! 1 of the fractions of elements in cycles of a random permutation of n , with the cycles in order of their least elements, which a m o u n ts to a size-biased random order by exchangeability, is the uniform stick-breaking sequence U j Q j,1 i=1 1 , U i . So the convergence in distribution 7 of jC n j= p n to L 0 1 , and the uniform random permutation" feature of the cyclic decomposition Section 2.2d, combine to show that with either ordering. jC n;j j= p n d ! L 0 I j with the same joint distribution:
for both I j = I D j and I j = I T j . This is part iv of Corollary 3, which i s generalized later by 27 and Theorem 25. e Let B n;j be the jth largest basin of M n , with some arbitrary convention for breaking ties, and let C n;j be the cycle contained in B n;j . It follows immediately from the convergence in distribution 8 that jB n;j j n ; jC n;j j p n d ! I j ; L 0 I j 10 jointly as j varies, where I j is the length-ranked interval partition derived from either either I D j o r I T j . This is part i of Corollary 3. By exchangeability considerations, before passage to the limit the bivariate sequence in 8 as j varies is that in 10 biased by cycle-size in the cycles-rst order and biased by basin-size in the basins-rst ordering. Hence the conclusions of parts ii and iii of Corollary 3, by a straightforward passage to the limit. f Due to Section 2.2a, it makes no di erence to anything if in the cyclesrst ordering we replace the ordering within the jth cycle c n;j;1 ; c n;j;2 ; : : : ; c n;j by the possibly more natural c n;j ; c n;j;1 ; c n;j;2 ; : : : ; c n;j;jC n;j j,1 . But in the basinsrst ordering, this innocent looking change would spoil convergence to 2jB br j. This is because in the basins-rst ordering the tree with root c n;1 is the tree containing 1, which is a size-biased choice from the exchangeable random partition of n i n to tree components. As such, it tends to be a big tree. In fact, results from 2 imply that, if the mapping-walk is started by the excursion coding the tree rooted at c n;1 , the limit process will start with a zero free interval whose length is distributed as D U , G U in Lemma 9 below f o r = 1 2 . S u c h a process is obviously not 2jB br j or any other familiar Brownian process.
g The proof of Theorem 6 yields more information about the asymptotic sizes of tree components than can be deduced from the statement of that theorem. For instance, if jT n;i j are the ranked sizes of the tree components of M n , and H n;i are the corresponding maximal tree heights, as in 5, then jT n;i j=n; H n;i = p n i=1;2; converges in distribution to the sequence of ranked lengths and corresponding maximal heights of excursions of 2jB br j, w h o s e distribution was described in 35, Theorem 1 and Example 8 . If only the tree components of B n;j were considered, the limit would be derived from excursions of B br over the appropriate random interval I j as in Theorem 6, with joint convergence as j varies.
The bridge decompositions
This section presents our main results for the D-a n d T-partitions. For ease of comparison, the results are presented together here, with outlines of the proofs. Some proofs and further details are deferred to Section 4 for the Dpartition, and to Section 5 for the T-partition. Our primary interest is the analysis of the D-and T-partitions derived from a standard Brownian bridge, and the connections between these random partitions and the asymptotics of random mappings discussed in Section 2. But we nd that our analysis applies just as well to the D-a n d T-partitions for a standardized bridge B br derived from B a recurrent self-similar Markov process whose inverse local time process at 0 is a stable subordinator of index for some 2 0; 1.
Readers who don't care about this generalization can assume throughout this section that B is standard one-dimensional Brownian motion, and = = 1 2 . According to the L evy-Itô theory of excursions of B, applied to the standard B-bridge as in 31, 35 , if I ex j i s t h e i n terval partition of 0; 1 de ned by the excursion intervals of B br in length-ranked order, then the processes B br I ex j are i.i.d. copies of B ex , independent o f I ex j , which i s a n exchangeable interval partition in the sense of 16 recalled in Section 6.2. Moreover, the distribution of ranked lengths I ex j depends only on , as described in 32, 16 and 35, Example 8 . This general excursion decomposition of B br implies that various results known for Bessel bridges hold also in the present general setting, and we take this for granted without further comment.
General framework

Main Results
All results of this section are presented with the notation and general framework of the previous section: B br is the standard B-bridge derived from a self-similar recurrent Markov process B whose continuous local time process As indicated in Section 6.2, this can also be checked in general using the exchangeability of the excursion interval partition. According to Proposition 10, the standardized bridge fragments over intervals of the D-partition are i.i.d. copies of B br 0; D U , both for the intervals in their original order and for the intervals in length-ranked order. A subtle feature of the T-partition is that the standardized bridge fragments over its intervals are neither independent nor identically distributed in their original order, but these fragments become i.i.d. when put into length-ranked order. This and other parallels between the T-a n d D-partitions in length-ranked order are presented in the following Proposition: The only di erence between this description of the law of the sequence I j ; L 0 I j ; B br I j j=1;2;::: for I j = I T j , and the previous description in Proposition 10 for I j = I D j , is that the common distribution of the standardized T-fragments is that of B br 0; D U , whereas the common distribution of the standardized D-fragments is that of B 0; 1 
Analysis of the T-partition
We start by recalling the structure of a Markov process up to the last time it visits its initial state before an independent exponential time. This does not involve the self-similarity assumption.
Lemma 18 In the setting of Lemma 18, even with construction of the Poisson process of marks of rate independent o f B, more randomization is required to construct points X j ; Y j such that 48 holds with equality almost surely rather than just in distribution. But this can be done by the following construction, which is the basis of our proofs of Proposition 11 and Proposition 14 iii. Lemma 19 In the setting of Lemma 18, let I := G I ; D I be a r andom subinterval of 0; 1, where the endpoint 1 is deliberately excluded, to avoid the jump of the inverse local time process ` at time`= L in the following construction. Suppose I is independent of B and ", and de ne further random 
Further distributional results
We record in this section a number of further formulae related to the distribution of the lengths and local times de ned by t h e T-partition.
Proposition 20 For the T-partition the 2n+1 -variate joint density of the total bridge local time L 0 1 , the lengths of the rst n intervals, and the local times at 0 on these intervals, is given by the formula For general , the second equality i n 6 9 d o e s n o t s e e m v ery obvious from 63 and 64. However, it can be checked for = 1 2 using 65, and it can also be veri ed by a v ery general argument, which w e indicate in Section 6. See also 12 for a survey of closely related distributions and their applications.
Exchangeable interval partitions
Suppose that I ex j i s a n e x c hangeable interval partition of 0; 1 . That is assuming for simplicity that the lengths I ex j are almost surely all distinct, for each n = 2 ; 3; : : :such that I ex n 0, where I ex j is the associated lengthranked interval partition, conditionally given I ex n 0 the ordering of the longest n sub-intervals I ex j ; 1 j n is equally like l y t o b e a n y one of the n! possible orders, independently of the lengths of these n intervals. Call Proof. We will check that part i of Corollary 3 holds in this setup, along with 72. The remaining claims are straightforward and left to the reader. By conditioning on the ranked lengths I ex j of the intervals I ex i 1in , i t su ces to consider the case when these ranked lengths are distinct constants. Let D n denote the random partition of n de ned by the random equivalence relation i j i I ex i and I ex j are part of the same component i n terval of the D-partition, and de ne T n similarly in terms of the T-partition. Since each unordered collection of lengths and sub-interval counts is a function of the corresponding partition, it su ces to show t h a t D n d = T n . Due to the well known connection between the discrete stick-breaking scheme used to de ne the T-partition and the cycle structure of random permutations, which w as recalled in Section 2.2 d, we can write down the distribution of T n without calculation: for each unordered partition of n i n to k non-empty subsets This is obvious, because the product is the probability of picking the sequence of sets A j ; 1 j k in a process of A i -biased sampling of blocks of the partition fA 1 ; : : : ; A k g.
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We note the consequence of the previous proof that the number of components J D n of the D-partition and the number of components J T n of the T-partition have the same distribution, which is the same for every exchangeable interval partition I ex i 1in of 0; 1 into n subintervals of strictly positive length:
where K n is the number of cycles of a uniformly distributed random permutation of n , and the C i are independent e v ents with PC i = 1 =i. T h e second two of these equalities in distribution are well known and easily explained without calculation 26 . But the rst is quite surprising, and we d o not see how to explain it any more simply than by the previous proof.
Intensity measures
In this section we c heck Corollary 21 by s h o wing it can be generalized and proved as follows:
Corollary 27 In the setting of Theorem 25, the common intensity measure of the the point process of lengths of T-intervals and the the point process of lengths of D-intervals is Proof. The equality of the rst three measures displayed in 73 is read from the conclusion of Theorem 25, using the fact that the D-partition is in length-biased order. The equality of the rst and fourth measures follows from the de nition of the T k , the exchangeable increments of u ; 0 u 1, and 66, just as in the proof of 69.
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As a check on Theorem 25, let us verify the equality of the second and fourth measures in 73 in the following special case, which includes the setting of Corollary 21. Let `; 0 be the inverse local time process of B at 0, for B as in Lemma 18 not necessarily self-similar. Note that we m ust explicitly assume `; 0 is drift free for the conclusion of part iii of that Lemma to be true. We assume that now. Assume that the L evy measure of `; 0 has density x. Let I ex j be the exchangeable partition of 0; 1 generated by the excursion intervals of B conditional on B 1 = 0 a n d L 1 B = for some xed` 0, or equivalently by t h e j u m p s o f s ; 0 s ` given `= 1 . 
Two orderings of a bivariate Poisson process
According to Proposition 14, for each 2 0; 1 the Poisson point process with intensity m e a s u r e dx; dy = x; ydxdy displayed in 33 has the following paradoxical property:
a If the points X j ; Y j are put in X-biased order, then the Y j are in Y -biased order, whereas b if the points X j ; Y j are put in Y -biased order, then the X j are not in X-biased random order; even the distribution of X 1 is wrong. We rst see this for = 1 2 by passage to the limit of elementary combinatorial properties of uniform random mappings. We then see it for general from the bridge representations of Proposition 14. Other point processes of lengths and local times with these properties can be constructed from an exchangeable interval partition, as shown by Theorem 25 in the previous section and Lemma 15. This argument, shows that a holds for the bivariate Poisson process with intensity 45 featured in Lemma 18, for any drift free subordinator y ; y 0 with Ee , y = e ,y . T h e n t h e Y j normalized by their sum have GEM1 distribution, both for an X-biased and for a Y -biased ordering. We o er here a slightly di erent explanation of a in this case. That is, given some joint density x; y, we indicate conditions on which are necessary and su cient for a to hold for the bivariate Poisson process with intensity , and then check that these conditions are in fact satis ed in the case 45. 
